
	
Moorhead Baseball 
Infield Mechanics 

 
1. Our plan:  

A. Make the routine play every day-consistency! 
B. Consistency. Having a solid plan is the key.  
C. Footwork is crucial to success. 
D. Mental approach is important. 
E. Drills that build consistency and confidence 
F. Don’t let them be robotic, let their athleticism take over, unless it is 

needed to get them to understand. 
 
2. Glove: 

A. Right size. 
B. Break it in properly. 
C. Take care of it! 
D. Practice with small glove, flat glove/paddle 
       

3. Ready position/pre-pitch routine: 
A. Concentration circle. 
B. Relaxed, focused, subtle movement, eyes switch from release to 

the hitting zone. 
C. Not too high or too low 
D. Subtle right, left or hop to the balls of the feet as the pitcher 

releases the ball. 
E. Read the bat angle-Practice!  
F. Watch for the head to move up and down on their break. 
G. Glove position-Extended out in front of chest with glove hand in 

relaxed position. 
H. Expect a shot at you every pitch! Want the ball to be hit to you 

every time. 
 

4. Perfect fielding position (Goal on every routine ground ball!): 
A. Bend at the waist, knees and ankles. Back flat like a table 
B. Glove on the ground in front of the head in proper position, elbows 

slightly flexed 
C. Bare hand over the glove 
D. On the balls of your feet 
E. Field on the glove side, through the left shoulder, not across the body 
F. Left foot slightly in front of the right 
G. Chin down  

 
4. Approach (You field with your feet!): 



A. Slight jab with the right foot then left, right, left footwork. 
B. Break angle on 1st step. Must happen right away! 
C. Field through the left shoulder (Banana route).  
D. Gives you rhythm and gets your feet in proper position to field and 

throw. 
E. You are set to work through the ball in the proper direction to throw 

to 1B.  
 

5. Glove position (Routine groundball): 
A. Stays in front of the chest during the approach. You should be able to 

see the ball and the glove through your peripheral vision. Gives you 
something consistent to do with your glove so that it gets to the fielding 
position on time every time! 

B. Keeps the approach under control and helps prevent the player from 
flipping or placing the glove in fielding position too late.  

C.   Forces the fielder to develop rhythm with their feet. 
 

6. Funnel or push-through: 
A. Where the ball hits the glove is the most important thing (In front of the 

head). 
B. We teach the push through method.  
C. Why we teach it. Pluses and minuses.  
D. Secure the ball when it hits your glove and get to four seam grip as you 

push through. Go to the same spot each time.  
E. Easier to coach in my opinion.  

 
7.  Footwork for throwing (Direction is very important!):  

A.   Inside crow hop. Right foot in front, glove to the target. 
B.   Aim at something small on the first baseman. 
C. Shuffle. Make sure the front foot goes in front not behind 
D.   Double shuffle. 

 
8. Drill series (Small ball, small glove): 

A. Great for pre and in season!  
B. Use it after throwing program when short on time.  
C.    Use a flat area.  
D.    Kids learn better this way.   
E. Give specific directions and commands every day. 

 F.    The partner is important with the drill series.   
 

9. No approach – one hand or two: 
A.     Use pre pitch routine before each repetition, set your feet, glove  
        down early 



B. The partner is important-Hold the ball out in front and slowly take the 
arm back, then roll it. 

C. Perfect fielding position, stick it and hold position so you can make 
sure they get into the position you want them to be in. 

D.     Don’t rush, strive for perfect form, don’t be robotic. Be smooth and  
        athletic. 

 
10. Right left, left right: 

A.    This is what we do when the ball is hit too hard for normal approach. 
B.    Breaks the angle, gives you rhythm. 

 
11. Approach: 

A.     Use proper footwork and glove position 
B.     Make sure the glove gets to the ground early 
C.   Stick it and make sure they are in proper position before they come   

  up. Try to get them to be there own coach. 
 
12. Approach, pause, footwork to throw: 

A.  Once the ball is secured in the glove pause to make sure everything  
 is correct then use proper footwork and get the arm in throwing   
 position 

B.     Add an actual throw if you wish 
 
13. Normal ground ball – one shuffle and two shuffle: 

A.     Putting it all together using fast, slow, fast approach  
B.     Make sure the glove gets to the ground early and in proper position 
C.     Make sure they can throw from the position they set at 
D      Add an actual throw if you wish 
E.     Add short hops, backhands, glove side, dead ball drill, slow roller, 

double play feeds and pivots to the partner drills. 
 
 Closing. Use it at the end of your throwing program each day!  
 
 


